




In 2012, architects Luca Astorri, 
Riccardo Maria Balzarotti, Rossella 
Locatelli and Matteo Poli started to 
collaborate as “Argot ou La Maison 
Mobile”. Consolidating a fruitful 
collaboration and following the positive 
results of several international design 
competitions, AOUMM srl stp was 
established in 2016, as a company 
among professionals registered with the 
Order of Architects of Milan at number 
007.

AOUMM has developed advanced 
skills in urban, landscape and 
architectural design, both nationally and 
internationally. An intense, productive 
and constant dialogue with the client, 
stakeholders and specialist consultants, 
involved from the beginning in every 
design occasion, generates AOUMM 
works. Thanks to this approach, we 
develop solutions that respond carefully 
and proactively to the inputs of each 
phase of the technical and creative 
process. Our projects are never serial or 
merely stylistic; innovation does not only 
derive from the application of cutting-
edge technologies but also the shared 
and open process in each project.

Among the most significant projects of 
AOUMM can be mentioned: 3rd prize 
at the international competition for the 
New Velodrome Vigorelli in Milan (2012); 
individual participation at Monditalia, 
during Biennale of Architecture of 
Venice (2014); realization of the first 
permacultural farm in Azerbajian (2014); 
pavillion for Save the Children at Expo 
of Milan (2015); settings by Modern 
Art Gallery in Milan for the exhibitions: 
Art Collection “Year after year” 
(2014) and “Don’t shoot the painter” 
(2015); setting of the exhibition “But 
the storm is blowing from Paradise: 
Contemporary Art of the Middle East 
and North Africa” in collaboration with 
Guggenheim Museum of New York 
(2018); 1st prize for the walking bridge 
over San Cristoforo Park in Milan 
(2019); 1st prize for a BMX park and 
public square in Milan (2020).

The partners and founders of AOUMM 
are personally involved in teaching 
and researching activities in Italy and 
abroad, and continuously collaborate 
with international NGO in Africa and the 
Middle East.





Luca Astorri graduates at the 
Politecnico di Milano in 2007 where, 
since 2009 he is assistant professor 
in urban design, after working with 
Office for Metropolitan Architecture/
Rem Koolhaas from 2006 to 2008. 
He’s teaching at Domus Academy and 
Naba. He collaborates with severals 
global NGOs, where he is responsible 
for architecture and research projects 
focusing on informal settlements. 
He has lectured in Europe, Bolivia 
and Macao. He has been invited in 
international workshops in Macao, 
Lisbon, Cairo, Zagreb, Wroclaw, 
Cochabamba.

Rossella Locatelli graduated in 
2007 in Architecture at Politecnico 
di Milano after studying at the Ecole 
d’Architecture de Paris-Belleville. Since 
2011 she is lecturer and teaching 
assistant in Interior and Exhibition 
Design at the faculty of Architecture 
of the Politecnico di Milano. Her 
research moves on the border between 
architecture, exhibition design and 
history of material culture, with a 
specific interest on fashion history. 

Riccardo Balzarotti studied architecture 
in Paris and Milan. He graduated at 
the Politecnico di Milano in 2007. 
During 2008 he worked at Cino Zucchi 
Architetti and then with Italo Rota (2008- 
2011) collaborating on several projects 
such as the pavilion of EXPO 2015 for 
the Milan Furniture Fair (2010) and the 
Museo del Novecento in Milan.

Matteo Poli is an architect, working 
since 2005 as a tenure track researcher 
in Landscape Architecture at the 
Dastu Department and teaching at 
AUIC School of Politecnico di Milano. 
He presently co-chairs the MSc 
in Landscape Architecture - Land 
Landscape Heritage and in Sustainable 
Architecture and Landscape Design. 
Since 1997 he has been gaining an 
extensive and international experience 
as a design consultant in architecture, 
urban and landscape projects. He has 
been editor for Domus and special 
correspondent for Abitare, where he 
currently writes. He has been member of 
three FP7 European projects and took 
part to a H2020 consortium. He is part of 
three ERASMUS+ programs (Macau USJ, 
Hong-Kong CUHK and Kyoto University).
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EU JRC
COMMON
AREAS
BUILDING 102

Client
European Commission

Status 
Completed

Size
350 sqm

Location
Ispra (VA), IT

Year
2021

Design Team
Micaela Ortega
Simone Ottaviani

Photo
Simone Ottaviani







The project for indoor common spaces 
of building 102 at EU Joint Research 
Center campus in Ispra aimed to 
create environments able to promote 
the sharing of competencies among 
staff and researchers at JRC, following 
the architectural concept dividing the 
building into two color areas: earth and 
water. 
The office identified the specific 
requirements for common spaces 
on each floor, developing a signaling 
system and several layouts serving 
different functions: Lounge, Forum, 
Meeting spot, Space for silence, 
Coffee break, Working lunch, Time off, 
Belvedere. Spaces for work, meeting, 
and free time are well-defined in 
customized environments, building a 
coherent overall project. 
 















EU JRC
COMMON
AREAS
BUILDING 101

Client
European Commission

Status 
Completed

Size
300 sqm

Location
Ispra (VA), IT

Year
2020

Design Team
Simone Ottaviani
Stefano Girelli
Laura Pozzari 
Davide Guida
Giulia Bortolozzo 
Andrei Rizea

Landscape Concept 
Design
Dong Sub Bertin

Mechanical and Lighting 
Fngineering 
Polistudio srl

Acoustic Engineering
Mattia Viganò

Photo
Filippo Poli 







AOUMM’s design for communal 
indoor and outdoor spaces of EU Joint 
Research Center headquarters in Ispra 
involves four areas inside the building 
101: the entrance hall, the adjoining 
meeting rooms and coffee area, a bike 
parking area and the external courtyard. 
The project aims to overcome the 
current lack of relational spaces in the 
building, both for work and recreation, 
intervening in specific areas after 
precise requirements expressed by 
the users, in terms of functional and 
perceptional issues. The overall layout 
of the entrance hall is defined by two 
glass meeting boxes and open living 
areas, designed through the study of 
furniture, carpets, standing lights and 
hanging sound absorbing panels. The 
project foresees also the installations 
of a synchronized air flow on automatic 
entrance doors, the painting of the 

southern wall, the integration of the 
existing plants around the hall and an 
infographic proposal for signs and 
directions system. The project involves 
the selective demolition of some part 
of a continuous glass wall and interior 
partitions to define the new spaces of 
two meeting rooms and a coffee area. 















MULTIMEDIA
ROOM

Client
Università degli Studi di 
Pavia

Status 
Design Development

Location
Pavia, IT

Year
2020 - ongoing







In line with the expertise developed 
through the research project “La 
Sala del Futuro: linee guida per 
la rigenerazione delle Sale della 
Comunità”, published by Maggioli, the 
office designed a preliminary proposal 
for a multifunctional multimedia room 
for Università degli Studi di Pavia, in 
the San Tommaso building. The project 
transforms an existing room in a flexible 
environment, adaptable to different 
uses: movie screenings, shows, 
performances. To support this flexibility, 
the room is equipped with a retractable 
tribune. Surfaces and materials are 
studied for excellent indoor sound 
quality and to insulate the space from 
outer noises. 
The main reference for the design of 
the space is Adolphe Appia’s set up 
for act two of Orpheus and Eurydice 
at the Festspielhaus in Hellerau. Space 

has its own hierarchy: horizontal 
and vertical surfaces are neatly 
defined, to realize a technical and 
neutral device, a ‘black box’ suitable 
to different activities where room’s 
surfaces are backgrounds to scenes 
and performances while the space 
is readable. This led to maintain a 
clean rectangular shape and to use 
neutral colors. Without any superfluous 
decorations, space is characterized 
by different textures, giving a quiet 
elegance suitable to different uses.







SAVE
THE CHILDREN
PUNTO LUCE
PRATO

Client
Save the Children Italia

Status
Concept 

Size
780 sqm

Location
Prato, IT

Year
2018

Design Team
Marjorie Bourrelier
Giulia Bortolozzo
Laura Pozzari
Letizia Morgante
Gabriel Aras







The project for the refurbishing of a 
780 sqm industrial unit in Prato into 
a Punto Luce, a Save the Children’s 
educational and cultural center for 
minors, envisages the division of the 
space in two parts, one for educational 
purposes and one for sport and 
play. The floorplan is studied to 
take maximum advantage of natural 
light, providing a flexible space with 
movable furniture and four closed 
rooms: computer room, arts room, 
music room, hearing room. Each 
room is characterized by different 
activities, to which correspond different 
performances. 







GC HOUSE

Client
Private

Status
Under Construction

Size
200 sqm

Location
Seregno (MB), IT

Year
2018 - ongoing







The project for GC house in Seregno 
(MB) had the purpose to renovate a 
building unit on two floors above the 
ground, with a partial change of use 
from warehouse to residence. The 
access to the living unit is from the 
ground floor, where in a full-height 
entrance an open staircase leads to the 
house, developing entirely on the first 
floor. Here, the living/kitchen area is a 
unique space, marked by a long, red 
marble kitchen countertop, a fireplace 
and the opening of a small patio, 
giving light to the room and providing 
an access to the outdoors. The night 
area consists of a full-height master 
bedroom with dedicated restroom, 
a second bedroom and the main 
bathroom.



SAVE 
THE CHILDREN
ROME
HEADQUARTER 

Client
Save the Children Italia

Status
Invited competition

Size
4500 sqm

Location
Palazzo Borgia, Rome, IT

Year
2017

Design Team
Alice Cristofoletti
Sara Alessia de Maglie
Federico Galofaro
Xinyu Zhang

Mechanical Engineering
United Consulting Srl

Structural Engineering 
Milan Ingegneria Srl

Views
ACQ studio, Florence







In 2017, Save the Children Italy Onlus 
invited AOUMM to take part in the 
competition for the design of their new 
headquarters in Rome, in the sixteenth 
century Palazzo Borgia. The developed 
proposal intervenes in the historical 
building touching the existing as little 
as possible, with the aim to realize an 
energetic and vibrant workplace with 
a democratic approach to the idea 
of office. The concept came from the 
desire to design a contemporary and 
flexible office able to respect and 
enhance, at the same time, the existing 
restrictions and peculiarities of the 
extraordinary Renaissance palace, 
already subjected to fragmented 
interventions and adjustments over 
time. Our strategy is to touch as little 
as possible the walls and create light, 
independent structures to bring all 
the cabling a contemporary office 

may need close to each workstation, 
without the necessity to cut ducts in 
the walls. The beauty of the rooms 
is thus preserved, and construction 
time and costs cut. These low-tech 
structures are also suitable to different 
combinations of built-in furniture and to 
the integration of acoustic panels, to 
shape meeting rooms.







3 HOSTELS
3 CITIES

Client
Ordine Architetti Firenze, 
gruppo E.C.V.

Status
Competition

Location
Florence, Prague, Berlin

Year
2017







The hall and the bedrooms of three 
hostels in Florence, Prague and Berlin 
have been designed to be devices 
enhancing the value of the collective 
heritage held in cities’ museums, made 
of an ensemble of social, historical, 
relational factors as well as tangible 
assets. The walls of common areas 
are turned into catalogues of the 
magnificent works existing in the city 
through a collection of images, to 
light visitors’ curiosity. Each of these 
elements becomes a design feature 
in the rooms, providing immediate 
recognizability and amplifying the 
communicative vocation held in the 
cultural artifacts. Each hostel is then a 
personal museum to cross, room after 
room, with suggestions to visit the 
cities, leaving to the visitor the freedom 
to establish new connections among 
the objects, through time and space. 



ARCHITECTURE



THE RED 
PAVILION

Design Team
Simone Ottaviani
Lara Zentilomo

Installation views
Simone Ottaviani

Client 
Municipality of Milan

Location 
ArtLine, CityLife Park, 
Milan, IT

Year 
2021 - 2022

Art
Alfredo Jaar, Lia Rumma 
Gallery

Structural Project
Eng. Claudio Sosio de 
Rosa

Construction
ALTOFRAGILE Studio



THE RED 
PAVILION





AOUMM has carried out the 
architectural design and the 
construction management of the artwork 
The Red Pavilion by artist Alfredo Jaar, 
part of ArtLine park, the public art 
project by the Municipality of Milan in 
CityLife district.
The artwork is 6 meter-wide and tall 
cubic space, made of cast-in-place-
concrete. One side of the cube is a 
red and transparent façade of m 5,56 x 
5,56, realized in just two pieces of red 
laminated glass. Inside the cube, a red 
bench against the central wall hiding 
the entrance allows the visitors to sit 
and contemplate the view of CityLife’s 
skyline through the red filter.  
“The Red Pavilion is a frame that 
reduces the gigantic scale of CityLife 
to a more human scale, a modest 
frame that allows the spectator to see 
everything at once, have everything 

under control. The Red Pavilion offers 
a space of silence and meditation. A 
thinking space about the state of culture 
and finance in our contemporary world. 
A thinking space about the state of 
culture and politics in our contemporary 
world. The Red Pavilion is a space of 
resistance, a space of hope” (Alfredo 
Jaar).  











MAGNIFICA
FABBRICA LAB

Client
Municipality of Milano

Status
Competition

Location
Milano, IT

Year
2021

Design Team
Lara Zentilomo
Micaela Ortega
Monica Valli







The office designed a proposal in 
response to the competition, issued 
by the Municipality of Milan, asking to 
develop the project for La Scala Theater’s 
new workshops and warehouses and the 
extension of Lambretta Park. AOUMM’s 
proposal envisions the complex as a 
Citadel of Light: a diverse and teeming 
landscape of colored architectures with 
different roofs, heights, and atmospheres, 
where visitors, workers, and trucks follow 
different but interlocking paths. The 
former Innocenti factory is turned into 
an urban forest – the Crystal Palace – 
where the cyclopean frames dialogue 
with the linden trees, the locust trees, 
the ginkgo biloba, elms, and oaks; the 
park is completed by sports fields, that 
turn the space underneath the ring road 
structure in a public place for encounter 
and leisure.



A SQUARE AND 
A DINING HALL 
IN MENDRISIO

Client
Repubblica e Cantone 
Ticino 

Status
Competition

Location
Mendrisio, CH

Year
2021

In collaboration with
Nicola Probst Architetti

Design Team
Cong Dinh Huynh







AOUMM teamed up with Nicola Probst 
Architetti in the design of a proposal for 
a new dining hall and a new square for 
the socio-psychiatric clinic in Mendrisio. 
The project aims to give a clear and 
recognizable identity to the area through 
the insertion of a new landscape element, 
the esplanade. The new canteen and 
a new communal building are part of 
this public space, which reinforces the 
strength of the north-south direction. 
The canteen is a light pavilion among the 
trees, modular, simple, and clear with a 
strong identity in relation not only to the 
esplanade but to the entire clinic. The 
thin reinforced concrete grid of the roof 
is suspended from the ground through a 
structural game of four large columns and 
smaller pillars: a complement to the trees 
of the esplanade. 







SAN DONNINO 
MULTISERVICE 
CENTER

Client
San Donnino Multiservizi 
Spa 

Status
Ongoing

Location
Fidenza, IT

Size
7500 sqm

Year
2020 - ongoing

Design Team
Micaela Ortega 
Simone Ottaviani 
Konstantinos Venis 
Lara Zentilomo







 The new headquarters of San Donnino 
Multiservizi in Fidenza (PR) integrates 
two fields of activity: waste management 
and collection, providing a new public 
image of the company, insisting on 
transparency. The whole complex involves 
storage and management spaces, as 
well as offices and educational facilities, 
organized in a project aiming to optimize 
the practical necessities and accessibility, 
enhancing the identity and the public 
role of San Donnino Multiservizi. The 
project performs an urban, architectural 
and cultural reinterpretation of ecological 
services, integrating into the operative 
program of the campus public and social 
functions pivoting around ecological 
education. San Donnino Multiservizi 
headquarters project poses the challenge 
of turning a waste management facility - 
often surrounded by diffidence - into the 
opportunity to design a high-quality piece 

of territory, able to disseminate spatial 
and cultural value to the surroundings and 
to become a landmark in the area. This 
challenge has been addressed through 
careful development of the typology, the 
structural and constructive concept to 
respond soberly, rationally, and precisely 
to the program requests. The design 
research for the external façade of the 
headquarters enhances the connection 
with territorial values and local resources, 
evoking topographical features of the 
area and adopting materials coherent 
with the local custom.











KINDERGARTEN 
UP IN THE ALPS

Client
Municipality of Riva di 
Tures 

Status
Competition

Location
Riva di Tures (BZ), IT

Size
8000 sqm

Year
2021

In collaboration with
Nicola Probst Architetti

Structures 
AEI progetti

Energy consultancy 
Rethink Energy Srl 

Design Team
Dinh Huyn Cong 
Giada Zuan
Emira Spaho
Emilie Brin 







The entry submitted by AOUMM, Nicola 
Probst Architetti with AEI progetti and 
Rethink Energy Srl to the competition 
for the design of a new primary school 
and kindergarten in Riva di Tures 
(BZ) aims to make the new building 
a reference point for education and 
social life, in a tight relationship to the 
surrounding landscape. The new school 
is a welcoming architecture, adaptable 
to the needs of citizens, and designed 
with special attention to the energy 
performance. Main design choices evoke 
the local traditions of Alpine architecture 
while the volumetric strategy organizes 
many functions in the underground levels 
to limit the visual impact of the building, 
controlling at the same time the extension 
of the excavations. The diversity of 
viewpoints between inside and outside 
represents the school as a place of 
knowledge, creativity, and curiosity.    







JOSEF VON 
AUFSCHNAITER 
SCHOOL IN 
BOLZANO

Client
Municipality of Bolzano

Status
Competition

Location
Bolzano, IT

Size
8000 sqm

Year
2021

In collaboration with
Nicola Probst Architetti

Design Team
Dinh Huyn Cong 
Emira Spaho
Emilie Brin 

Structures 
Work in Progress + United 
Consulting 

Views
Flooer Studio







The school as a fulcrum of education, 
inclusion, and culture in the city: this 
is the idea behind the project for the 
renovation and extension of the Josef 
von Aufschnaiter secondary school in 
Bolzano, designed by AOUMM with 
Nicola Probst Architetti. The intervention 
involves conservative restorations on the 
historical bodies of the complex, while 
a new building is inserted as a ‘grafting’ 
behind the preserved façade. The new 
bridge-like building embodies the ideas 
of openness, inclusion, and dynamism 
of the new school, opening a large 
passage connecting the complex to the 
rest of the city. The steel structure allows 
flexibility of the interiors through partition 
walls; even circulation spaces are part 
of the educational activities. The project 
defines a new courtyard, serving different 
functions, where a system of gentle filters 
manages flows and open-air activities.







SANT’ORSOLA 
THEATHER

Client
Municipality of Chiari 

Status
Competition

Location
Chiari (BS), IT

Size
750 sqm

Year
2021

Design Team
Zofia Kasinska 
Konstantinos Venis
Giada Zuan







The office presented a project for the 
new Sant’Orsola theater in Chiari (BS) 
proposing a contemporary performance 
space as an opportunity for urban 
regeneration. Facing the diffusion of 
on-demand content and individual 
consumption of cultural products, public 
performance spaces can trigger social 
gatherings and promote the recreation of 
local identities. The new theater retraces 
the outline of the original building and 
focuses on visibility, recognizability, and 
permeability, to create new physical 
and symbolical urban connections. A 
big central body is surrounded by minor 
volumes. The courtyard is an open-
air foyer, a hybrid place for meetings 
and relationships, supporting different 
functions. The complex is made of 
connected cores, which indeterminacy 
allows the theater system to metabolize 
conditions and uses constantly evolving.  







AVEZZANO: 
THE SCHOOL 
AS A VILLAGE

Client
Municipality of Avezzano
Ordine degli Architetti 
PPC della provincia 
dell’Aquila 
Ordine degli Ingegneri 
della provincia dell’Aquila

Status
Competition

Location
Avezzano (AQ), IT

Size
19 000 sqm

Year
2021

Design Team
Dinh Huyn Cong 
Micaela Ortega 
Simone Ottaviani 
Emira Spaho 
Emilie Brin 







The project designed by the office for 
the replacement of Giovanni XXIII primary 
school in Avezzano revolves around 
the idea to turn the school into a small 
village: an intimate and cozy system, 
open to future needs and rich in spatial 
experience. The village encircles a park 
and will be experienced by students and 
citizens according to different needs 
all day long, thanks to soft filters which 
organize flows and open-air activities 
without creating any barrier. The northern 
linear body is a central element of unity 
and communication and makes main 
functions readable. A big staircase 
characterizes the entrance and can be 
used for group activities. The layout of 
classrooms is defined through moving 
partition walls and modular furnishing, to 
adapt to changing needs: educational 
spaces are conceived as ateliers, 
promoting spontaneous learning. 







GAMPENPASS 
RECEPTION 
SYSTEM

Client
Municipality of Senale - 
San Felice (BZ) 
Ordine degli Architetti 
PPC della provincia di 
Bolzano 

Status
Competition - 
First Prize

Location
Senale - San Felice (BZ) 

Year
2021

In collaboration with
Cez Calderan Zanovello 
Architetti 
Chiara Geroldi

Design Team
Dinh Huyn Cong 
Micaela Ortega 
Zofia Kasinska 







The project developed by AOUMM 
with Chiara Geroldi and Cez Calderan 
Zanovello Architetti was awarded the 
first prize at the competition to redesign 
the reception system of Gampenpass – 
Passo Palade (BZ). The awarded proposal 
involves an underground visitor center 
facing the Gampen Bunker, opening on 
a forecourt, and a parking lot, housing 
100/120 long stay and 30 short stay 
spots. The parking lot evokes a ‘stone 
clearing’ following the topography of the 
site; it blends in with the surroundings, 
remaining identifiable. The retaining wall 
outlining the visitor center is, instead, 
strongly visible, it marks the pass and 
recalls retaining walls designed by 
Eng. Adami for the historical wall. The 
whole system is designed to adapt to 
the moving perception from the road: 
a sequence of wings marking the visual 
approaching to the pass. 







A SCHOOL
IN BIASCA

Client
Municipality of Biasca

Status
Competition

Location
Biasca, CH

Size
25 000 sqm

Year
2021

In collaboration with
Nicola Probst Architetti

Design Team
Dinh Huyn Cong 
Rafael Gridelli 
Fausto Fabiano

Views
Flooer Studio







The office teamed up with Nicola Probst 
Architetti and developed a proposal for 
a new scholastic and public complex in 
Biasca (CH), conceived as an open and 
permeable structure, which users are 
not only students and their families but 
all the citizens, finding here a new urban 
and territorial centrality. Three scholastic 
buildings are gathered around a new 
public space, a podium clearly defining 
the first phase of the project while the 
second, with a new retirement home, 
will come in 5-10 years. The permeability 
of the complex is emphasized by 
the opening of the ground floors: 
buildings are carved wherever they host 
entrances and passages, allowing a 
broad pedestrian traversability. Also, the 
green areas are conceived as a unique 
open park, apart from an area for the 
exclusive use of the kindergarten. The 
language of the façades, clad in stone, 

is simple but strongly recognizable for 
public buildings. It is related to structural 
reasons: all the main structural elements 
- apart from the roofing of the gym, 
realized in beams of laminated wood 
- are realized in reinforced concrete 
cast in place. The buildings are realized 
according to modular sizing, for a precise 
architectural language and cost control. 
The complex is conceived to respect the 
label Minergie®, to reach a high level of 
internal comfort, both in thermal terms 
and concerning air quality. Energetic 
needs are limited: in winter, passive solar 
gains are taken advantage of while in 
summer passive solutions are employed 
to avoid overheating.















MUSEO DEL 
900 EXTENSION

Client
Municipality of Milan

Status
Competition

Location
Milan, IT

Size
8000 sqm

Year
2021

In collaboration with
MAR Office

Views
ACQ | Architecture & 
Design

Design Team
Lara Zentilomo  
Zofia Kasinska 
Paola Mongiu 
Renato Juarez Amedeo 
Corso 
Elena Scafidi







The competition “Novecentopiùcento” 
was issued by the Municipality of Milan 
to extend exhibition spaces of Museo 
del 900, now in the building of the first 
Arengario, to the Second Arengario, 
focusing, in the first phase of the 
competition, on the dialogue between 
the two buildings and the integration of 
the work in the urban context. AOUMM 
and MAR Office presented an urban 
plateau connecting and climbing the two 
buildings, activating the new exhibition 
system, and offering a free and diffused 
circulation. Two suspended elements, 
the Velarium and the Overpass, provide a 
connection at different levels, completing 
and defining the system of the two 
Arengari, generating an urban museum 
continuum. The connection proposed by 
the team intertwines the museographic 
strategy and the public use of the space 
in Piazza del Duomo, a heterogeneous 

urban landscape full of spatial 
experiences, allowing a double reading all 
the time, on a human scale and a skyline 
scale: the existing portico is maintained 
open, as a public hall where art, 
architecture, and the city can coexist. The 
light canopy of the Velarium introduces a 
spatial compression mediating between 
Piazza del Duomo and Piazza Diaz and 
visually defines the access point to the 
new system, framing surrounding façades 
and directing flows of visitors. Further up, 
the Overpass is a monolithic connection 
with a triangular section, mirroring the 
sky or the surrounding urban façades, 
not interfering with the changing views 
of the Milanese skyline and integrating, 
abstractly, with existing façades. The 
Overpass provides continuity to the 
museum path, but also the visual axes 
connecting Torre Martini and Torre 
Velasca to Galleria Vittorio Emanuele.











SARDINIAN
RESORT
MASTERPLAN
AND MASSING

Client
Private

Status
Ongoing               
Invited Competition    
1st prize

Size
350000 sqm

Location
Sardinia, IT

Year
2020

In collaboration with 
ACQ | Architecture & 
Design (architectural and 
interior design)

Design Team
Simone Ottaviani
Micaela Ortega
Marta Munegato
Eva Valentini
Giada Zuan
Kevin Nastasi

Views
ACQ | Architecture & 
Design

Programming and cost 
control
AEI Progetti
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Together with a group of partners, the 
office has developed the masterplan 
and designed the massing for 14 luxury 
villas, the landscape project and a 
leisure and recreational facilities system 
for a 350.000 sqm resort designed for 
a private client in Sardinia, winning 
the 1st prize in an invited competition 
awarded in June 2019. 







INTERMODAL
HUB, BIKE AND 
PEDESTRIAN
BRIDGE

Client
M4 Spa
Municipality of Milan

Status 
Design Development
Competition 
1st prize

Size
73000 sqm

Location
Milan, IT

Year
2019 - ongoing

Structures
Claudio Sosio De Rosa 

Design Team 
Micaela Ortega 
Simone Ottaviani 
Melina Koutra 
Nicolò Lastrico 
Giorgio Pesenti 
Danilo Sironi







The office’s proposal has been 
awarded with the first prize in the 
competition “Attra\Verso San 
Cristoforo”, calling to design a bridge 
to connect Lorenteggio/Giambellino 
neighborhoods, Ronchetto sul Naviglio 
and San Cristoforo M4 stop. The 
project consists of a cycling/pedestrian 
bridge crossing the railway line and 
the Naviglio canal. The system pays 
special attention to the reduction of soil 
consumption and the use of permeable 
surfaces; the paths starting from piazza 
Tirana and the intermodal transport 
hub on the other side of Naviglio meet 
in the great central circle, marking 
with a well-recognizable entrance 
the access to the future linear park in 
San Cristoforo rail yard and M4 stop. 
The hub integrates vehicular mobility 
and tramway tracks in a landscape 
designed with a controlled topography, 

helpful in managing water resources. 
The structure of the bridge is made of 
pillars, reproducing constructive and 
formal lexicon of several Milanese 
architectural masters. The bridge is a 
changing structure, adapting to the 
context. An infrastructure declaring its 
function as a dynamic element through 
a colorful flow, in an area of Milan not 
marginal anymore. 















MALAWI
SECONDARY
SCHOOL 

Client
Archistorm

Status
Competition
3rd prize

Size
10000 sqm

Location
Benga, MW

Year
2019

Design Team
Alberto Pottenghi
Nicolò Lastrico
Melina Koutra
Micaela Ortega 
Luciana Pozzo 
Zhou Ruizhe

Landscape Design
Lorenzo Parilli







The project Agricourtyards, developed 
together with Monoatelier, was 
awarded the third prize at the 
ArchStorming competition “African 
School Project – Education for the 
Future”, calling to design a secondary 
school in Benga (Malawi). The proposal 
is designed around the idea of the 
courtyard as community space, inspired 
by traditional compounds where rural 
communities live sharing resources, 
knowledge and simply daily life. 
Courtyards are thus the key to create 
different “microcosms”: enclosed 
by diverse grade classrooms, they 
recreate the social dynamics of a rural 
community, where young and older 
children spend time together, they 
take care of each others and develop 
their sociability. The entire project is 
planned to be built by local builders 
using local, readily available materials 

and microclimate controlling strategies: 
walls are made of stabilized soil bricks, 
cheap, easy to produce and suitable for 
thermal protection. Perforated ceiling 
allows maximum ventilation, while 
shading is provided by metal shutters 
and screens made of eucalyptus sticks, 
placed on the sides most exposed to 
the sun.







OSLO
FIRE STATION

Client 
Municipality of Oslo

Status
Competition 

Size
2000 sqm

Location
Oslo, NO

Year
2019

Design Team
Micaela Ortega







The Oslo municipality organized a 
competition for a new fire station in 
Bjørvika, opening new possibilities 
for the public facility and for the 
neighborhood as a place. The 
proposal developed bu the office 
with Spacegroup involves a square in 
front of the building, designed to be a 
pleasant public space and, at the same 
time, to cope with the requirements of 
emergency vehicles. The building meets 
the two “parallel lives” of a fire station: 
logistics, service and efficiency and 
the iconic dimension, where children 
and adults are fascinated by fire trucks 
and heroism. Transparency, openness, 
porosity and lightness characterize the 
project in expression and materiality. 
Instead of a massive box, the station 
is a building divided into two: an airy 
hall with two high floors and a solid 
wood structure in 3 floors - gathered 

under a structural steel frame. The 
station's functions are divided into the 
typologies; "The machine", “The Patio 
Villa” and “The Hall of Heroes”. The 
exposed structural framework binds 
them together. The structure marks the 
distinction between the fire station's 
activities and the park's audience-
oriented program outside.







GATE 
TO CARNIA

Client
Carnia Industrial Park

Status
Competition
Mention

Size
13000 sqm

Location
Tolmezzo (UD), IT

Year
2017 

Design Team
Lilit Poghosyan







In response to the Gate to Carnia 
competition, calling to spatially and 
functionally rethink the area of A23-
Carnia tollbooth and the related 
roundabout, the office has proposed 
a system of two cycling/pedestrian 
concentric bridges intercepting existing 
paths and connecting them above 
the roundabout, turning it in a place 
for encounter and contemplation. The 
bridges have wooden structure made 
of pillars, supporting railings to which a 
second framework is hung, holding up 
the pine/larch flooring. They embrace 
a central installation, where groups of 
native trees and bushes emerge from a 
water basin, recalling the coexistence 
among man, water and earth typical 
of this part of the territory, where 
anthropization grows in balance with 
the presence of majestic Carnic Alps 
and Tagliamento river. 



DOMINARI
HEADQUARTER

Client
Dominari

Status
Concept

Size
15000 sqm

Location
Panevežys, LT

Year
2016 

In collaboration with
Comte Bureau, Oslo







Together with Norwegian partner 
Comte Bureau, the office developed 
a concept design for the Lithuanian 
headquarters of the furniture 
manufacturer Dominari, in the city of 
Panevežys. The proposal envisions 
a complex of massive volumes, 
composed in a chessboard layout 
where showrooms, offices and services 
alternate to open-air common spaces, 
gardens and sport facilities. Areas for 
the public and areas for the employees 
are connected by a central street 
showroom: a linear space which, as 
a backbone, crosses the complex 
and organizes flows and paths. At the 
ground level, the compact buildings 
allow to view inside, communicating, 
at the same time, reliability and the 
transparency of the company.



ARENA 
DI VERONA 
ROOFING

Client 
Municipality of Verona

Status
Competition

Size
13000 sqm

Location
Verona, IT 

Year
2016

Design Team 
Juan Arredondo
Claudia Monici 
Patricia Sanchez
Ludovica Veneroni

Structural engineering
SCE Project

Mechanical Engineering
ESA Engineering srl

Acoustical Consultant
Biobyte srl

Preservation Consultant
Andrea Luciani Ph.D.

Views
ACQ Studio







The office’s proposal for the covering 
of the Arena di Verona works with 
historical buildings not just as 
monuments, but as architectures 
still retaining their former uses or 
new functions. The project engages 
with constrains and boundaries of 
architectural heritage challenged 
by the multiplicity of contemporary 
requirements (standards, codes, safety, 
technology), considering the Arena a 
paradigmatic opportunity for its age, 
value and unique function. The Arena 
di Verona is a theatre since 30 A.D., a 
very straightforward typology: people 
seat, actors play. But if it rains, the 
show stops. If the show requires a 
scenography, huge cranes are mounted 
in the surrounding square. If there are 
lights, they are on scaffolding towers. 
The proposal keeps what the Arena is 
good at, seating the public enjoying a 

show in a unique atmosphere, and adds 
a theatrical machine evoking Cedric 
Price’s Fun Palace, a truss equipped 
with lights, cranes, scenography 
machines, able to move above the 
stage. The machine is accessible by the 
staff to install and operate every sort 
of theatrical equipment. The bridge is 
a public space, an accessible elevated 
square above Verona, with an unique 
view above the historical center and the 
Arena.











SAVE THE 
CHILDREN
2015 EXPO 
PAVILION

Client 
Save the Children Italia

Status
Completed

Size
500 sqm

Location
Expo Milan, IT 

Year
2015

Landscape Project
Melania Bugiani

Light Design
Metis Lighting s.r.l.

Producer / Art Direction
Accapiù S.r.l.

Design Team
Caterina Battolla
Hiroyuki Kakiuchi
Riccardo Radaelli 
Eleonora Schiavi
Ayaka Suzuki

Photo
Delfino Sisto Legnani







On the occasion of Expo 2015, 
AOUMM designed a temporary 
pavilion for Save the Children that 
mimics an archetypal village, evoking 
the urban landscapes of the countries 
where the NGO operates: the body 
is composed by seven small volumes, 
with pitched roofs and skylights. 
Distinct volumes are placed according 
to an open scheme, creating continuity 
with the external space. The decision 
to create a constellation of small 
pavilions comes from a predetermined 
strategy, where the pavilion had to 
adapt to changing needs and other 
places. The pavilion embedded the 
possibility to be rebuilt elsewhere at 
the end of the international exhibition. 
The project interpreted the concepts 
of sustainability paying attention 
to the whole process, from design 
to construction, to dismantling and 
reconstruction, reusing 90% of 

the original materials, including the 
structure, the roof, the panels and 
windows, as well as all the screws 
used during construction. After Expo 
2015, the pavilion has been readapted 
as school in a Syrian refugee camp in 
Lebanon, announced among the twenty 
shortlisted projects for the 2019 Aga 
Khan Award for Architecture.















CASCINA
MERLATA
RESIDENTIAL
COMPLEX

Client 
EuroMilano

Status
Competition

Size
88000 sqm

Location
Milan, IT 

Year
2015

Design Team
Maria Elena Garzoni 
Riccardo Radaelli 
Maria Chiara Scelsi 
Marco Soderini 
Gerardo Vidal 
Benito Zanzico

In collaboration with 
Roy Nash, P-U-R-A







The proposal for the new residential 
complex consists of a system of 
courtyard apartment buildings which 
counterposes a new façade to Cimitero 
Maggiore and improves the quality of 
the inner park through a protecting 
line of buildings, realizing a continuity 
with the well-established sector 
of Gallaratese and new centers of 
attraction in the area. The ground level 
of the complex is developed employing 
ha-has, to raise the first underground 
level up to an intermediate level above 
the ground. Courtyards are at +1,5 
m level in relation to the park; this 
gap is managed through a changing 
topography, a new green landscape 
raising and lowering according to the 
different accesses across the complex. 
Cuts and passages in the façades of 
the buildings keep the courtyards open 
and connected with the park and the 

surrounding roads, safeguarding the 
identity of each block but avoiding the 
settlements of a gated community. 
Tower apartment blocks raise from 
linear buildings, which roofs become 
communal terraces. Adjoining tower 
blocks and linear buildings maximize 
the efficiency of the distribution of 
space and the sizes and the variety of 
the apartments.







LAKEFRONT
KIOSK

Client 
Chicago Architecture 
Biennale 

Status
Competition

Size
20 sqm

Location
Chicago, US

Year
2015

Design Team
Elisabetta Bianchi 
Sofia Coutsoucos







For the Chicago Architecture Biennial 
Lakefront Kiosk competition, the 
office developed a system combining 
industrial manufacturing as well as 
some customized items – curved 
beams – and a material, the aluminum 
brass, which could make the project 
immediately recognizable and different 
from the traditional image of the 
waterfront kiosk. On the edge of the 
Michigan Lake, the kiosk of aluminum 
brass would reverberate Chicago’s 
changing skies. Three blunt doors, cut 
in clear shapes telling different space 
narratives: the kiosk can host activities 
related to cultural events, temporary 
exhibitions, video installations and 
lectures or sell food, rent bikes or 
rollerblades. The aluminum brass sheets 
cover a central core of pre-shaped 
wood beams with horizontal infill of 
Xlam, leading to three flexible spaces, 

built as wood portals, allowing different 
orientations depending on where the 
project will be placed. The structure 
can be rapidly built, dry assembled 
and it is transportable by truck. Interior 
finishes, furniture and electrical system 
are integrated to the main structure. 
All materials are lightweight, durable, 
vandal-proof and mostly maintenance-
free.







SKYDOME

Client 
Coelux
European Commission

Status
Completed

Size
8 mt diameter

Location
Private garden

Year
2015







An eight meters-diameter carbon fiber 
dome was designed and realized by 
the office together with Coelux as part 
of an installation developed for the 
European Commission experimenting 
with technologies reproducing the 
physical effects and optical phenomena 
of natural light, specifically the 
refraction, diffusion and transmission of 
sunlight through the atmosphere. The 
dome was manufactured in wedges by 
a company producing boat hulls and 
then assembled on the site, in a private 
garden: a sunny sky appearing in the 
forest in the middle of the night.







LIGHTHOUSE
SEA HOTEL

Client 
Municipality of Siracusa 

Status
Competition

Size
9000 sqm

Location
Capo di Murro Porco 
(SR), IT 

Year
2015

Design Team
Caterina Battolla 
Niccolò Brovelli 
Matteo Lazzari 
Beatrice Chiapponi 
Maria Chiara Scelsi







In the unique ecosystem of Capo 
Murro di Porco, near Syracuse, the 
office proposed a Sea Lighthouse 
Hotel with an integrated program 
aiming to satisfy the increasing demand 
for environmental-friendly tourism 
and at the same time it participates 
in the monitoring of one of the most 
significant natural areas in Sicily, in its 
protection and economic support. The 
project associates to a Marine Science 
Center, focused on the monitoring of 
Plemmirio Marine Reserve, a resort that 
contributes to the financial support of 
the research center. As in natural world, 
in a mutual symbiosis the Lighthouse 
Marine Science Center and the 
Hotel work together, sharing spatial, 
functional and economical programs 
and evolving together, each one part of 
the other’s environment.



CASSA 
PADANA 
HEADQUARTER

Client
Cassa Padana Credito 
Cooperativo

Status
Completed

Size
11000 sqm

Location
Leno (BS), IT

Year
2014 

Design Team
Luca Abbadati

Photo
Filippo Poli 







The new headquarters realized in 
Leno (BS) for Cassa Padana Credito 
Cooperative lodges offices and bank 
counters, as well as an auditorium 
for 350 people, underground parking 
and a public square facing the bank. 
The necessity to join the building and 
the urban space has been the central 
thread of the whole project. The public 
space is formed by two systems: the 
green one related to the auditorium 
facing the canal and the existing bank; 
the square system, in strong relation 
with the bank itself. The square has 
been shaped in two main areas: one 
as a court for the employers, open 
towards the auditorium, and one more 
related to the city and to its inhabitants.











FARM HOUSE
COMPOUND

Client
Private

Status
Design Development

Location
Lankaran, AZ

Size
500 sqm

Year
2014 

Design Team
Maria Elena Garzoni 
Hiroyuki Kakiuchi 
Riccardo Radaelli
Vera Scaccabarozzi 
Eleonora Schiavi







For a 80 hectares farm in Lankaran, 
Azerbaijan, the office developed a 
landscape design project and several 
agriculture, leisure and residential 
facilities. The farm house compound 
- located in the heart of the property 
- includes a villa for the client and his 
family, a guest house and a car shed. 
The master house consists of a two-
floor building with five bedrooms and 
a reception hall; both the main’s and 
the secondary house’s outlines are 
characterized by chimneys, as the 
inner living areas are designed around 
fireplaces. Cladding and details 
are borrowed from traditional Azeri 
architecture.  



FARM 
GUESTHOUSE

Client
Private

Status
Design Development

Location
Lankaran, AZ

Size
150 sqm

Year
2014 

Design Team
Maria Elena Garzoni 
Hiroyuki Kakiuchi 
Riccardo Radaelli 
Vera Scaccabarozzi 
Eleonora Schiavi







Within the masterplan developed for a 
80 hectares farm in Lankaran, Azerbaijan, 
among several leisure and agricultural 
facilities we designed the prototype 
of a guest house, a 150 sqm pavilion 
immersed in tea plantations, placed along 
a leisure path conceived to enhance 
the landscape enjoyability of the path. 
The living is located on the base of the 
unit, open on towards east. The big 
roof accommodates two floors and 
three bedrooms lightened by protruding 
skylights, framing the landscape in each 
direction.



LEGA DEL
FILO D’ORO
PAVILION

Client 
Lega del Filo d’Oro

Status
Concept

Size
225 sqm

Year
2014

Design Team 
Riccardo Radaelli







The 225 sqm pavilion designed for 
Lega del Filo d’oro allows multiple 
uses and different internal conditions 
in terms of light, sound and space: an 
object conceived to contain a plurality 
of points of view, perceptions and 
appearances, in accordance with the 
activities and the mission of Lega del 
Filo d’oro. The structure of the pavilion 
is made of a framework of metal pipes, 
covered by PVC textile. Cladding is 
realized with cellular polycarbonate 
panels, completed with textile stripes 
hung orthogonally to the volume. 
These stripes have variable length, to 
generate inclined lines on the whole 
perimeter of the pavilion. The textile is 
light blue, and the terminal part is dyed 
in gold paint, to recall Lega del filo 
d’oro’s colors. Textile stripes are moved 
by wind and float in the air, suggesting 
a reflection on the pavilion as a unique 

object able to look different according 
to the condition and the location of 
the observer. Where textile stripes 
expose the underlying skin, logos and 
graphics are applied directly on the 
polycarbonate panels, sometimes 
overlapping with longest textile stripes. 
Most of the graphics are therefore 
readable, while others are involved in 
the play of movement and floating of 
the external covering.



MOENA 
PARKING LOT

Client
Municipality of Moena

Status
Competition 
Honorable mention

Size
12000 sqm

Location
Moena (TN), IT

Year
2013

Design Team
Nicolò Ornaghi
Riccardo Radaelli 
Francesco Zorzi 

Structures
Luca Varesi







The honorable mention-winning 
proposal developed by the office for 
the contest of ideas calling to design 
a parking lot in Moena (TN) aimed to 
limit as much as possible the visual 
impact of the infrastructure, adopting, 
however, a language coherent with 
anthropized alpine valleys, without 
falling for useless citations or masking. 
The chosen truss, accommodating 
three levels of parking lots, integrates 
in the landscape with the elegance 
of a powerful engineering artifact 
reduced to its essence. The parking 
is connected to the center of Moena 
with a bike and pedestrian path along 
the river, realized through terraces 
made of dry-stone walls. Microdevices 
as colored stones, signaling poles, 
trees as birches and native bushes as 
heather, juniper, blueberry, raspberry 
make this connection a vital part of 

Moena’s map of hikes. The concrete 
bridge overpassing the river combines 
the level of the street with the parapets, 
which join up to the walls of the new 
tunnel, connecting Moena with Strada 
Saslonch.







NEW
VIGORELLI
VELODROME

Client 
Municipality of Milan

Status
Competition 
3rd prize

Size
35000 sqm

Location
Milan, IT

Year
2013

Consultants
Emanuele Biondi 
Peter Stuart Jacques 
Lorenzo Franzetti, cycle! 
Federico Vezzoli, NoSoccer 
Marcello Scarpa, ciclofficina

Design Team
Francesco Fanfani 
Giovanni Pesce
Giovanni Morozzo
Walter von Lütcken 
Gianluca Lugli
Marco Chiodi 
Giovanni Chinellato 
Luca Buzzoni
Giovanni Consonni
Luca Varesi
Nicola Sardano
Enrico Forestieri
Filippo Minora
Claudia Raimondi 
Margherita Vignali 
Giona Andreani 
Riccardo Luca Conti 
Giacomo Coppo
Sara Moriggia

Views
ROBOTA



NEW
VIGORELLI
VELODROME





The design for the New Vigorelli 
Velodrome in Milan won the 3rd 
prize at the 2013 international design 
competition. The project preserves up 
to the 70% of the existing building, 
the monumental entrances and its 
presence in the urban collective 
memory. The intervention has a 
pragmatic nature: everything that is 
reusable and functional to revitalize the 
facility is kept, the rest is dismantled. 
The proposal aims to make the New 
Vigorelli a local and international 
attractor for athletes and citizens: a 
cultural and sport hub at the same 
time. A UCI standard 250m track, with 
4500 covered seats and an integrated 
athletic trial, provides support 
services for training, competitions 
and championships. The body of the 
velodrome lives as a multifunctional 
space, the center of attraction for 

parades, concerts, clubbing, shows, 
live music, restaurants, cafes and shops 
devoted to bike culture. The Hub hosts 
the MUBI Bicycle Museum, a permanent 
museum of the bike, and the Velodrome 
Club, with music programming and live 
performances. The big square in front 
of the velodrome hosts sport fields and 
is equipped for concerts and public 
events. A typically urban place, but in 
empathy with nature. 























NCCA
MOSCOW

Client 
Ministry of Culture of the 
Russian Federation

Status
Competition

Size
40000 sqm 

Location
Moscow (RU)

Year
2013

Structures
Fabrizio Aimar
Davide Cascio

Design Team
Hiroyuki Kakiuchi
Anton Kotlyarov
Filippo Minora 
Nicolò Ornaghi
Anastasiia Stryzhevska



NCCA
MOSCOW





The design of the National Centre for 
Contemporary Art (NCCA) in Moscow 
- submitted by the office to the 2013 
international competition for the area of 
the Khodynka field and the dismissed 
Mikhail Frunze aerodrome, proposes 
an ambitious building, combining a 
striking structural vision with a large 
open field for art experimentation. This 
open space is a solid matrix filled with 
contemporary experiments: a columned 
hall offers an unique scenario, strictly 
connected with the former airport 
runaways, with the shopping mall 
and with the new park. The indoor 
exhibition space is located at 42 meters 
above the ground. A large collection 
repository on the first floor, visible 
and part of the NCCA aura, will be 
crossed by visitors accessing the social 
events area (restaurant and cafè); 
the permanent collection can both be 

accessed directly from the ground floor 
or via escalators, while the temporary 
collection on the last floor potentially 
can expand on the roof, its rooms are 
interconnected with all the museum’s 
functions.











ITRI
SOCIAL 
HOUSING

Client 
ATER Latina

Status
Competition 
Honorable mention

Size
1000 sqm

Location
Itri (LT), IT

Year
2012 

Design Team
Luca Abbadati
Nicolo Campanini
Guido Quirici 



ITRI
SOCIAL 
HOUSING





The proposal was awarded with an 
honorable mention in the competition 
“La Casa Leggera”, calling to design 
a social housing complex in Itri (LT). 
The design developed by the office 
involves two bodies and a central 
courtyard: the common space, open 
towards the surrounding urban space, 
is the matrix of the project. The division 
into two blocks and their rotation 
guarantee better exposure for each 
one of the fifteen apartments, and 
respect proper distance with existing 
buildings. The common outdoor space 
accommodates a vegetable garden 
for each family, for a total surface of 
150 sqm, together with a play area, a 
bike parking, and a common square. 
On the northern side, open-air stairs 
and galleries provide access to the 
buildings and serve as an extension of 
the common space, on different levels.  



CASA
DEL SORRISO

Client 
Soleterre Onlus

Status
Concept

Size
1500 sqm

Location
Kiev, UA

Year
2012

Design Team
Fabrizio Maiorano



CASA
DEL SORRISO





Casa del Sorriso is a shelter house 
devoted to temporarily accommodate 
sick children and their families 
throughout treatment in Kiev hospital. 
The feasibility study developed by the 
office on behalf of Soleterre Onlus 
involves a ground floor with a room 
for physiotherapy, administrative and 
leisure spaces. At the first and second 
floor, rooms for patients are arranged 
around two colorful spaces for play and 
common activities.



URBAN



RAHOVEC
SQUARE

Client
Municipality of Rahovec
UN-Habitat

Status
Competition 

Location
Rahovec, XK

Year
2020

Design Team 
Micaela Ortega
Dafne Vicario 
Rafael Gridelli 
Zofia Kasinska 
Cong Dinh Huynh 
Bardha Meta 
Urta Halili 
Kastriot Mavraj 







The proposal developed by the office 
for the new Rahovec Center Square 
Competition conceive the main square 
site as the center stage of the natural 
auditorium; it takes shape by modifying 
its topography: instead of a flat terrain, 
we invert the elevation of the mountains 
inside the site itself. Topography 
becomes part of the square’s new 
landscape and recreational spaces, 
lifting users in different points of views, 
and highlighting further the importance 
of levels; a dominant aspect in 
Rahovec’s morphology. By adding a 
see-through metallic modular mesh 
over the natural landscape, we create 
a walkable center square that seeks 
to preserve the natural environment 
underneath: an ecosystem that creates 
an unheard possibility of cohabitation 
between humans and plants. This gives 
the opportunity to radically answer 

the flood problem: instead of fighting 
the flood, we embrace it and welcome 
it inside our design area. The site is 
treated as a natural sponge for the 
floods, where the two underground 
river streams will be uncovered and 
invited to be a part of the landscape 
and newly inserted topography. 







PIAZZA 
DELLA PIEVE

Client
Municipality of San 
Donato Milanese

Status
Competition 

Size
32000 sqm

Location
San Donato Milanese 
(MI), IT

Year
2020

Design Team 
Zofia Kasinska
Lara Zentilomo
Micaela Ortega
Simone Ottaviani
Stefano Scotti 
Dinh Huyn Cong
Ida Orlando







The project developed by the office 
for piazza della Pieve, in San Donato 
Milanese (MI) aims to build a new 
local centrality, able to generate 
the conditions to enhance meeting 
and exchange opportunities among 
different users. The starting point was 
the re-organization of the square to 
accommodate the open-air weekly 
market; the space is not conceived as a 
fixed environment but as a continuous 
addition in terms of time and functions, 
able to change in different moments 
of the day and of the year and 
welcome different social needs. The 
82% of the floor area is green filtering 
surface, in an environmental and social 
sustainable perspective; the choices 
in terms of vegetation are made 
according to principles of biodiversity 
and maintenance of existing plants; 
the employment of renewable energy 

and the reuse of gray water guarantee 
a sustainable budget and better 
environmental comfort. The project has 
a resilient approach, able to actively 
respond to future transformations.







EUROPAN 15
NIN, 
PRODUCTIVE
CITY

Client 
Europan 15

Status
Competition

Location
Nin, HR

Year
2019

Design Team 
Elisa Aguzzi 
Mariah Bagnati 
Luca Benassi 
Marija Zivic







The project for Nin (HR) presented 
at Europan 15 is developed in the 
framework of the global sea-rise 
foreseen to be 90-120 cm in 2100. 
The proposal describes possible 
solutions to face the change of 
Nin’s coastline and to absorb further 
risings in the future, planning a 
phased transformation of the city. To 
refurbish the resilience of the anthropic 
environment, a buffer zone has been 
introduced: an area that lays in between 
the sea and the city, whose function 
is to adapt to the environmental 
changes, without letting them affect 
the quality of life for inhabitants 
and preventing the need for future 
re-assessment in the urban layout. 
Saltworks, one of the most interesting 
productive uses of Nin threatened 
by sea-rise, are preserved through a 
resilience strategy, the “saltworks in 

motion”: the reconstruction, along 
with the sea-rise, of a new system right 
behind the existing one, in continuity 
with it. This allows to build the new 
and demolish the old without ever 
stop the productive activity. A bridge 
between the islands that will form the 
new archipelago connects agencies 
such as beaches, cultural tourism, 
sports activities, fishing, agriculture, 
establishing relationships and crossing 
the barriers created by humans.







PORTA 
ROMANA
RAIL YARD

Client
FS Sistemi Urbani

Status
Commissioned Study

Size
16000 sqm

Location
Milan, IT

Year
2019

Design Team
Micaela Ortega 
Danilo Sironi







In light of the program agreement 
for the transformation of disused 
rail yards in Milan providing for the 
realization of a new station serving 
the former Porta Romana rail yard, 
the office developed a proposal to 
prove how the conservation and the 
enhancement of the existing railway 
station on the west side of Corso Lodi 
could be an opportunity to foster the 
flexibility of the area, preserving the 
possibility to shift the railway according 
to investors’ future requirements and 
avoiding extended land consumption. 
The existing station is a restricted 
building and can not be demolished: 
once disused by FS, would turn into 
a barrier among North and South. 
On the contrary, the recovery of the 
station and its enhancement with a 
system of canopies and public spaces 
in proximity to tracks would turn it into 

the fulcrum of a green system serving 
the neighborhoods on both sides of 
the bridge of Corso Lodi, balancing the 
services among existing city and new 
developments. 







MAZZINI PARK,
REDISCOVERED

Client 
Municipality of 
Salsomaggiore Terme

Status
Competition

Size
10 ha

Location
Salsomaggiore Terme 
(PR), IT

Year
2017

Design Team 
Hana Hosi Narvaez 
Bautista







The project developed for Mazzini 
Park in Salsomaggiore Terme updates 
its features to the current needs and 
gives back to the city a contemporary 
environmental condition. The original 
design by architect Giuseppe Roda is 
preserved: spaces, views and arboreal 
species have a supratemporal quality, 
while backgrounds as the clearings, 
the fountain, the central perspective 
have been transformed through years 
to meet practical needs and have 
turned the park into a junction and a 
parking. Viability has been reorganized: 
sidewalks have been reinterpreted, 
turned into paths or borders to 
the park. The main ring around the 
central parterre has been devoted 
to pedestrian again, keeping the 
accessibility limited to service vehicles. 
The new cycling/pedestrian path 
satisfies different needs and lifestyles 

of multiple users: families, runners, 
elderlies, dog walkers, disabled 
people). The project works with the 
vegetation, pushing the boundaries 
of the park and emphasizing the main 
inner path. Seasonal and perpetual 
edgings accompany the promenade, 
reaching their maximum visual impact 
between June and September. 







PIAZZA BRACCI

Client 
Municipality of San 
Lazzaro di Savena

Status
Competition

Size
10000 sqm

Location
San Lazzaro di Savena 
(BO), IT

Year
2012

Design Team
Benedetta Magnani
Fabrizio Maiorano 
Claudia Raimondi 
Anna Maria Stefani







The office’s proposal for the redesign 
of Piazza Bracci in San Lazzaro di 
Savena (BO) was shortlisted within 
the international design competition, 
calling to work on three main areas 
of San Lazzaro center: the scattered 
public spaces around the project site, 
Piazza Bracci, Parco 2 Agosto. On 
the site, as in the traditional Italian 
piazza, the church and the city hall 
are present, composing a scenery 
where the development of a project 
able to demonstrate a wise public 
spending is essential for current 
and future generations. The office 
adopted a classic approach in terms 
of proportions, designing a durable 
and sustainable space for its simplicity 
and quality of execution. The park 
is designed around existing plants, 
integrated with native ones; park’s 
spaces and program are devised to 

favor the continuity of use during day 
and night, for different users, in daily 
life as well as in occasion of market 
days, celebrations and events. The 
square is designed as an interface, 
based on classical criteria of the piazza 
as a palimpsest of the cultural history of 
a place. The homogeneous pavement 
mends public spaces with a unique 
finishing, for the readability of the 
intervention. 







EX POLVERIERA
LANDSCAPE
DESIGN

Client 
La Polveriera Scrl – 
Consorzio di Cooperative 
sociali

Status
Competition

Size
5000 sqm

Location
Reggio Emilia, IT

Year
2012

In collaboration with 
Marcel Mauer and CAIRE 
urbanistica

Design Team
Sara Moriggia







The office developed a proposal for the 
public spaces involved in the conversion 
project of a complex of former military 
warehouses in Reggio Emilia - known 
as La Polveriera - into a mixed use 
development including a care home, co-
working spaces, artisans and designers 
shops, restaurant, café and a public 
piazza. AOUMM’s proposal adopts 
depaving as a strategy to tidy up the 
space between the two warehouses. A 
central cut, an artificial crack opened 
in the asphalt accommodates different 
plant species – creating a multicolored 
landscape, changing with seasons, 
splits the passage in two and hosts 
benches and streetlamps. From this 
central space several paths branch off, 
connecting the area to the urban fabric 
towards north and south-west. 



LA CARLOTA
PARK

Client 
Metropolitan Municipality 
of Caracas 

Status
Competition

Size
100 ha

Location
Caracas, VE 

Year
2012

Design Team
Hana Hosi Narvaez 
Bautista 
Francesca Motta







AOUMM’s entry to the ideas 
competition for La Carlota park 
in Caracas is based on the act of 
“temper”, to mitigate the hardness of 
the city with a park looking to the past 
and finding in Caracas’ history key 
elements for the future development. 
The new design of the park aims to 
create a dynamic structure, where the 
landscape is constructed, as a series 
of postcards, with elements part of 
the collective imagination of those 
which lived and living in the city: a 
sequence of atmospheric compositions 
and situations where visitors make 
necessary associations in relation 
with their own history and the city’s. A 
grid, open to main urban connections, 
organizes the program: each 125 m 
x 125 m module accommodates a 
function, with two urban square active 
and lived 24h per day.







BOVISA 
SCIENCE
CENTER

Client 
EuroMilano Real Estate

Status 
Commissioned study

Size 
85 ha

Location
Milan, IT

Year
2007 - 2008

In collaboration
OMA - Office for 
Metropolitan Architecture







The redevelopment project of the 
former gasometers area of Bovisa 
starts from the assumption that 
designing an area of 850.000 square 
metres in a single phase is utopian. 
From this point, the project proposes 
to give a clear structure to the whole 
system, identifying fundamental areas 
and their functions and developing the 
infrastructure, to foster a selfsufficient 
evolution of each element in the 
project.





LANDSCAPE



EU JRC
BUILDING 102
LANDSCAPE 
DESIGN

Client
European Commission

Status
Completed

Size
10 000 sqm

Location 
Ispra (VA), IT

Year 
2021

Design Team
Micaela Ortega
Simone Ottaviani

Ecology Consultant 
Guido Brusa







The landscape design project for 
outdoor areas of building 102 and the 
adjacent axis connecting to the rest of 
the EU Joint Research Center campus in 
Ispra is driven by the request to create 
relational spaces in the landscape, both 
for work and leisure; define new visual 
perspectives in the area; restore the 
natural character of the environment 
and foster biodiversity and promote 
staff’s enjoyment of JRC campus’ green 
areas and woodlands, characterized by 
a high naturalistic value. The project – 
developed according to BREEAM criteria 
– integrates existing plants with native 
species and poses particular attention 
in adopting strategies that enhance 
biodiversity: six log pyramids will be 
realized as nurseries for stagbeetles; 
feeding plants for small fauna will be 
employed; butterfly gardens will include 
plant species that attract insects and 
bloom in rich flowerbeds.  



IECAVA
PARK

Client
Municipality of Iecava 

Status
Tender - First prize

Location 
Iecava, LV

Year 
2021

In collaboration with
Eduards Beernaerts

Design Team
Cong Dinh Huynh







The office won the tender to redesign 
the central park of Iecava, in southern 
Latvia. AOUMM and Eduards 
Beernaerts developed a theme-
based division approach. A natural-
based zone, an historical zone, and 
a recreational zone will illustrate and 
offer varied experiences rooted in 
the existing historical, environmental 
and social values of the park while 
reactivating some and preserving 
others. The project considers Iecava 
River as the main artery of the living 
system and aims to restore its banks 
from erosion through natural-based 
solutions, with a minimum impact on 
the existing environment. The color 
coding and materiality selected for the 
project will integrate with the natural 
surroundings and evidence the flow 
of seasons as part of the natural 
landscape, ensuring at the same time 
long-term performance and requiring 

minimum maintenance. The planting 
proposal is preserving the existing while 
adding new essences to promote and 
create new interactions. Towards its 
borders, the vegetation will be creating 
a visual barrier towards the residential 
context. Inside the park, the new 
planting will function as a landmark that 
will bloom during the year. 



ARIETE BENCH, 
ARTE SELLA

Client
Arte Sella Park

Status
Completed

Location 
Arte Sella Park, Val di Sella 
(TN), IT

Year 
2021

Design Team
Micaela Ortega
Melina Koutra

Developed with 
Rilegno 

Scientific Advisor Arte 
Sella Architettura 
Prof. Marco Imperadori 

Technical and safety 
coordination Arte Sella 
Arch. Valerio Panella 

Photo
Prof. Marco Imperadori







At the open-air museum of Arte 
Sella, AOUMM realized the project 
Ariete. Ariete is made of a tree trunk 
suspended in mid-air by a series 
of textile bands mounted on steel 
structures, with a changing section: a 
floating bench, inviting the visitors to 
sit and join the dynamic relationship 
between the heaviness of the trunk and 
the equilibrium of the suspension.  



BASSONA 
PARK

Client
Municipality of Cervia

Status
Competition

Location 
Cervia (RA), IT

Year 
2020

Design Team
Micaela Ortega
Dafne Vicario
Rafael Gridelli 
with
Francesca Porro
Alessandra Paparcone
Monica Moschini 







The Bassona area in Cervia – Milano 
Marittima is located in a territory 
interested by a rich plot of risks: 
floodings, rising sea levels, coastal 
erosion. The area started to be 
modified by man in 15th century, 
through large hydraulic works: 
this land is today a manifesto for 
the Anthropocene, a place of 
impermanence where nature and 
human work interweave in constant 
transformations. AOUMM’s proposal 
for the new Bassona public park 
provides a ‘toolbox’ to face these 
risks, sometimes opposing them, 
sometimes indulging them, to give 
back some areas to water and design 
a resilient landscape. Through a linear 
system of pine forests, dunes and sand 
replenishment, the coastal landscape 
will be reactivated and preserved. The 
park is structured on a grid, recalling 
Cervia’s historical garden city setting, 

and a more organic design, allowing 
wood and surrounding landscapes to 
trespass and implement biodiversity 
in the park. Through this drawing is 
possible to connect the park to the sea 
through the pine forest and the city to 
the north, but also to agricultural areas 
and the river to the south. Leisure, 
sport and educational activities aim to 
enhance the territorial awareness of 
visitors and local residents.



SARDINIAN
RESORT
LANDSCAPE

Client
Private

Status
Invited Competition
1st prize

Size
35 ha

Location 
Sardinia, IT

Year 
2020

In collaboration with 
ACQ | Architecture & 
Design (architectural and 
interior design)

Design Team 
Simone Ottaviani
Micaela Ortega 
Marta Munegato 
Eva Valentini 
Giada Zuan 
Kevin Nastasi

Programming 
and cost control
AEI Progetti







Together with a group of partners, the 
office has develoed the masterplan for 
14 luxury villas, the landscape project 
and a leisure and recreational facilities 
system for a 350.000 sqm resort 
designed for a private client in Sardinia, 
winning the 1st prize in an invited 
competition awarded in June 2019. For 
the landscaping, AOUMM adopted an 
environmental restorative approach, 
leaving the Mediterranean scrub free 
to grow on most of the area and 
implementing a system of meadows 
and ground covers for the denser 
core of the resort. Towards the gulf, 
a looping path serves as jogging trail 
and connects leisure and sport facilities 
as food gardens, fitness spots, yoga 
docks, wellness spots, beach bars and 
restaurants.







MÉTISSAGE
GARDEN

Client  
International Garden 
Festival

Status
Competition

Size
300 sqm

Location
Reford Gardens, Québec, 
CA

Year
2019

Design Team
Micaela Ortega 
Dinh Cong Huynh







What would be the impact of a parterre 
designed to be dispersed by humans, 
during an international garden event 
hosting thousands of visitors, from 
different countries of the world and 
with varying intensity of presence, 
depending on hours, seasons and the 
schedule of the festival itself? The 
office’s proposal for the International 
Garden Festival at Jardins de Métis 
interprets the theme of métissage 
according to two key concepts: human-
mediated dispersal and creolization. 
Humans fundamentally affect dispersal, 
directly by transporting individuals 
and indirectly by altering landscapes 
and natural vectors, modifying 
long-distance dispersal, changing 
dispersal paths, with the benefit of 
certain species or genotypes and 
the disadvantage of others. Edouard 
Glissant, the francophone Caribbean 
poet and writer, says that in today’s 

world ‘métissage’ is operational as 
a rule. He adds that the ‘single-root’ 
(racine unique), purist definitions of 
racial identities have to be necessarily 
replaced by relational identities. 
Glissant’s theory of cultural creolization 
(métissage), is an attempt to recover 
concealed histories by establishing 
a cross-cultural relationship in an 
egalitarian way. 



NEW
CITY PARK
IN BAKU

Client 
Municipality of Baku

Status
Concept

Size
50 ha

Location
Baku, AZ

Year
2019

Design Team
Dinh Cong Huynh







The project outlined for the New 
City Park in Baku employs bridges 
to overcome the road separating 
the area from the park of Ag Seher 
Bulvarı and the Caspian sea. Bridges 
are viewpoints towards the park and 
the sea, and the design of the area 
is defined according to different eye 
levels. The reunited green area brings 
value to the urban environment and the 
sea front, and becomes the core of a 
green system involving the surrounding 
city: the Boulevard, the Fransiz park, 
the old railway, the Crescent City under 
construction. 



BAKU
TOWER
LANDSCAPE

Client 
Private

Status
Concept

Size
5 ha

Location
Baku, AZ

Year
2019

Design Team
Dinh Cong Huynh
Giada Zuan 
Eva Valentini 
Micaela Ortega







The landscape project proposed for the 
Baku Tower, in Heydar Aliyev Avenue, 
is based on a scalable concept. The 
reference image is the “parterre”, 
a traditional device used in garden 
design, that generates several different 
conditions when used as a functional 
mesh rather than just a decoration. The 
site has been divided in three areas, 
each one with a different point of view. 
The entrance: the ramps and the large 
monumental stair in front of the building 
are designed with a detailed and 
intricate pattern, with colorful plants 
and flowers, which perception is mainly 
from human eye height. The plateau: a 
fragmented and inhospitable deck, with 
constrains from the parking below and 
the tower design, is transformed in an 
opportunity to host several different 
functions related to the interior spaces. 
The pattern scale changes and relates 
to the tower dimensions but keeps 

the same geometrical structure of the 
entrance. The forest: the last part of the 
site, a large trapezoidal shaped garden, 
is designed to be used by employees 
for a break, but the parterre scale 
changes again to adapt to a vision that 
will mainly be from a very high point of 
view, inside the tower floors.



PIT STOP
PROJECT

Client
Private

Status
Concept

Location
Azerbaijan

Year
2019

In collaboration with 
Cobalt
Annvil
Spacegroup

Design Team
Micaela Ortega







The office has developed the concept 
for the landscape design of a series 
of service stations along Azerbaijan’s 
highway network. The project is made 
of 12 climate specific designs (3 pit 
stop sizes by 4 climate zones) and 6 
specific designs for special sites. All 
the pit stops are conceived with a 
similar approach, with two main areas 
for scenery, at the entrance and exit 
of the ramps, and one programmatic 
zone hosting open air rest areas 
in the central part of the site. The 
vegetation, the scenery and rest areas 
will be adapted to the various pit stops 
dimensions and to the climate zones. 
The landscape size of the pit stop 
projects is considered large enough to 
create small biodiversity islands, while 
not being part of “nature”. Therefore, 
the landscape project will be highly 
innovative, integrating an ecological 
approach with road related functions. 



FINCA BRAVO
ECOFARM

Client
Private

Status
Concept

Size
13 ha

Location
Isabela, Puerto Rico

Year
2017





Rings and Domes

La Masseria



The preliminary design for a 15-rooms 
eco-tourism hotel has been developed 
for the least restrictive ecological zone 
of the site, an area mostly engineered 
fill for agriculture in Isabela, Puerto 
Rico. The proposal includes four 
options, from a compact organization 
of buildings to a progressively 
scattered layout, combining native 
crops and different leisure and farming 
facilities. The first option, Rings and 
Domes, includes an ecovillage of 
private residential domes and leisure 
facilities diffused in the agricultural 
landscape. Native crops as sesame, 
sugarcane, tropical fruits are grown 
on the area, setting up sometimes 
specific environments: magnolia 
gardens, an African tulip tree avenue, 
tropical flowers walks. In option two, 
La Masseria, hotel rooms are gathered 
in a compact building, overlooking an 
assorted sequence of crops grown in 

geometric fields, which highlights the 
variety and diversity of native plants. 
Option three, Veggie Ecofarm, hosts 
visitors in a village of ecoshelters, 
scattered in a forest of tall trees, while 
the general layout of the fourth option, 
Milky Way, juxtaposes agricultural 
and productive facilities to tourist 
accommodations and leisure amenities. 



Veggie Ecofarm



Milky Way



MASTERPLAN
FOR
KORÇA 2030

Client 
Municipality of Korça

Status 
Strategic Plan

Size 
800 sqkm

Location 
Korça, AL

Year 
2015

In collaboration with
Francesca Neonato, PN 
Studio - Progetto Natura

Design Team 
Astrit Alikaj 
Elisabetta Bianchi 
Valmira Bozgo 
Andronira Burda 
Lorin Cekrezi 
Gjergji Dushniku
Silvia Guerrini 
Mariia Kapitonova
Rodon Miraj 
Artur Marku 
Lisa Pokorskaya 
Anila Shehaj







The vision for the New Korça (AL) 
envisions a hub that feeds the territory 
and it is powered by its activities, 
traditions and culture. Food is 
intended as agricultural production, 
but also intangible value. That’s why 
a Rhizomatic model was chosen, a 
system of open and multiple networks 
which involves territory wider than 
Korça and villages of the valley, 
developing existing potential and 
creativity with new tools. The RAUMr – 
Rural and Urban Mediation Rays - are 
arteries of this engine connecting, like 
in a beating heart, the villages to the 
center, with quick and slow mobility, 
carrying along different meanings, 
drawn on the skills of the territory. This 
flow of transport, energy, matter, is 
shaped in a harmonious landscape, 
where transport, functions and 
production activities are included in 
green wedges, not only functional in 

a pleasant perception of places, but 
especially in an approach to the green 
economy where production, tourism 
and welfare coexist.







WEST-
KARDASHIAN 
LANDSCAPE

Client 
Kanye West

Status 
Concept

Size 
12000 sqm

Location 
Los Angeles, US

Year 
2015

Design Team 
Miralem Dedic
Caterina Battolla 
Silvia Guerrini







The landscape design proposal for 
West-Kardashian family’s villa in Los 
Angeles takes soundwaves as main 
concept around which design the 
topography, geometries and shapes 
and organizes the program of the park, 
according to the different needs of 
clients and their kids, friends, guests 
and public for concerts and events.
The entrance is envisioned as a 
door passing along wild chaparral, 
embracing the house and transforming 
it in an orange tree scene. The villa is 
surrounded by a carpet of flowers and 
lays on it as on a parterre. From West to 
East, the park presents a beautiful lawn, 
a linear pool, a geometrical edge and 
a mirror house. In front of the house, 
a stair carved in the nature, climbing 
to an amphitheater for basket, shows, 
recording, performances. This volume – 
making reference to the architecture of 
Adalberto Libera’s villa Malaparte and 

the monumental complex of Vittoriale 
degli Italiani - lends itself to different 
configurations and uses. Its position is 
studied to keep the construction site 
far from the eyes during the works and 
to have a stage for concerts separated 
from the house, with a different access 
and a dedicated parking. 







MASTERPLAN
FOR AN 
ORGANIC 
FARM

Client 
Private

Status 
Under Construction

Size 
80 ha

Location 
Lankaran, AZ

Year 
2014 - ongoing

Agronomic project
Francesca Neonato, PN 
Studio - Progetto Natura

Geological and 
geotechnical reports
Giovanni Coduri, PETRA 
Geological consulting

Design Team 
Maria Elena Garzoni
Hiroyuki Kakiuchi 
Anton Kotlyarov 
Riccardo Radaelli 
Vera Scaccabarozzi 
Eleonora Schiavi 
Güliz Uslu 
Caterina Battolla 
Ayaka Suzuki 
Yoko Yoshiike
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CLIENT:
Mr. Farid Akhundov

PROJECT:  
Landscape design and planning project for a property in Lankaran proximity 
of Havzava Rd., Azerbaijan  

GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES: 
38.77N - 48.72E

MASTERPLAN scale 1:1000     30/01/2015

Via Guido d'Arezzo 15 - 20145 Milan
info@lamaisonmobile.eu
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The masterplan for a 80 hectares 
farm in Lankaran, Azerbaijan has 
been conceived by AOUMM as a 
multi layered intellectual structure: 
agronomical efficiency, educational 
ambitions and landscape enjoyability 
interweave in a project that will 
generate revenues, becoming an 
example for Azerbaijan and a cheerful 
heritage for the owner and his family. 
The landscape design and planning 
project for the agriculture, services 
structures and farm compound on 
the area proposes a general layout 
– developed according to principles 
of permaculture – as a sequence of 
chronological steps and processes 
approaching, over time, to one of 
multiple final images possible, in ten 
years. Aesthetical decisions have been 
made, like the large elliptical shapes 
of the tea plantation, the access axis 
or the round places in the feijoa, but 

every choice has been mediated with 
practical sense,”the first quality of a 
good farmer”. Throughout the process, 
the design research produced a 
modular project, based on forcefully 
fragmented design and on a plug-
in approach: reference as fractals, 
japanese haiku, the cadavre exquis 
and the Edo castle are beautiful and 
different examples on how to work with 
adaptability and flexibility in size and 
time.













SOCIAL 



STC EXPO

SELF-BUILDING

WORKSHOP

Developed with 
Save the Children Italia 
Onlus, Civico Zero

Location
Fabbrica del Vapore - 
Milan Expo, Milan, IT

Year 
2015

In collaboration with 
Mezzo Atelier

Design and building team
Martina, Alessandra, 
Giulia, Hesham, Gasem, 
Bashir, Afrim, Giulio, 
Emiljano, Egli, Andi

Views 
Fabio Petronilli







The bamboo and wooden panels on 
the façades of Save the Children Expo 
Pavilion, designed by AOUMM in 2015, 
have been realized throughout a self-
construction workshop led by AOUMM 
in collaboration with Mezzo Atelier, 
involving students from Politecnico di 
Milano and immigrant teenagers part of 
Save the Children’s Civico Zero asylum 
program with the aim to teach them 
useful carpentry and craft skills. 



REDESIGN

TRADITION

WORKSHOP

Developed with 
Walk & Talk Festival 

Location
Ponta Delgada, Azores, 
PT

Year
2014

In collaboration with 
Mezzo Atelier

Views
Fabio Petronilli







In 2014, AOUMM and Mezzo Atelier 
took part to the 4th edition of Walk & 
Talk Festival leading Redesign Tradition 
project, a design and self-construction 
workshop in the city of Ponta Delgada, 
in the Azores islands. The starting 
point of the work was local vernacular 
architecture and rural structures 
related to agricultural production, in 
the past common elements of the 
landscape and regional economy of 
the islands but today increasingly 
rare. The participants to Redesign 
Tradition designed and built wooden 
urban furniture inspired to these 
vernacular structures, with the purpose 
of triggering encounter and dialogue 
between elderly and young people, 
residents and tourists, discovering local 
culture through the experience of these 
objects.







H2T 

PROJECT

Developed with 
UAL - Universidade 
Autonoma de Lisboa, 
Vitruvius FabLab, 
Municipality of Almada

Location 
Trafaria, PT

Year 
2013

In collaboration with 
Mezzo Atelier







AOUMM and Mezzo Atelier led H2T 
project at InSitu design and self-
construction workshop in Lisbon, 
organised by UAL (Autonoma University 
of Lisbon) and Vitruvius FabLab with 
the support of Almada’s municipality. 
Together with the community of 2º 
Torrão neighbourhood in Trafaria, 10 
students participating in the workshop 
were tutored in studying, researching, 
designing and building wooden 
support structures for urban vegetable 
gardens, acting as generators of places 
for encounters in the urban space. 
The structures were delivered to the 
community together with brochures 
illustrating all the steps to grow a 
vegetable garden, to support residents 
in starting their own. 









EXHIBITION



DIVISIONISMO:
2 COLLEZIONI

GAM Loans Office
Francesca Antognazza

Graphic Design
Fram Studio 

Exhibition Set up  
Nexhibit Design 

Shipping
Apice srl

Design Team
Zofia Kasinska

Installation views
Francesca Zanotto (1,2,5)
Carlo Baroni (3,4) 

Client 
GAM – Galleria d’Arte 
Moderna di Milano 
Fondazione Cassa di 
Risparmio di Tortona

Location 
GAM - Galleria d’Arte 
Moderna, Milan, IT

Year 
2021, 19 November - 
2022, 6 March 

Exhibition curated by
Giovanna Ginex

In collaboration with
Paola Zatti, GAM Chief 
Curator 
Omar Cucciniello, GAM 
Curator



DIVISIONISMO:
2 COLLEZIONI





AOUMM curated the exhibition design 
project for “Divisionismo. 2 collezioni”, 
at GAM – Galleria d’Arte Moderna 
di Milano. The exhibition, curated by 
Giovanna Ginex, showcased artworks 
held at the gallery and at the art 
collection of Fondazione Cassa di 
Risparmio di Tortona, interweaving a 
dialogue between the two collections 
through works by Balla, Boccioni, 
Pellizza da Volpedo, Segantini among 
others. The project adopts the traditional 
language of exhibition domains and 
reflects GAM’s historical legacy: panels, 
platforms and pedestals recall museum’s 
shades and forms and evoke Ignazio 
Gardella’s exhibition design project for 
Grassi collection, held at GAM. The 
presence of large paintings called for a 
modular system, made of combinable 
elements mixing classic languages and 
post-war exhibition motifs.







BOOTH FOR
LIA RUMMA
GALLERY

Client
Lia Rumma Gallery

Location 
Art Basel, Basel (CH)

Year 
2021, 20 - 26 September

Installation views
Sebastiano Pellion
Courtesy Galleria Lia 
Rumma MIlano/Napoli



BOOTH FOR
LIA RUMMA
GALLERY











DIADORA:
IT PLAYS 
SOMETHING 
ELSE

Client 
Diadora

Location 
Stazione Leopolda,Pitti 
Uomo 95, Florence, IT

Year 
2019, 9 - 10 January 

Exhibition curated by 
Davide Giannella

Exhibition set-up 
AltoFragile

Installation views
Meschina Mapelli



DIADORA:
IT PLAYS 
SOMETHING 
ELSE





The design of the exhibition was 
curated by the office in the framework 
of Pitti Immagine Uomo 95. Held at 
Stazione Leopolda in Florence, the 
exhibition celebrated the brand through 
the idea of speed, common element of 
all the sports the company has played 
a central role in throughout the last 70 
years, thanks to its progressive idea of 
style and technology, manufacturing 
and made in Italy product care. The 
exhibition involved several artists 
able to interpret different expressive 
languages as design, photography, 
music, moving images and sculptures. 
The concept of speed and movement 
is emphasized by the set-up, where 
videoprojections, rotated panels 
and the speckled carpet on the floor 
assemble a dynamic environment.







BUT A STORM 
IS BLOWING 
FROM 
PARADISE

Installation views
Carlotta Coppo

Client 
The Solomon R. 
Guggenheim Foundation - 
New York, UBS Global Art
UBS Italia 

Location 
GAM - Galleria d’Arte 
Moderna, Milan, IT

Year 
2018, 11 April - 17 June 

Exhibition curated by
Sara Raza, Guggenheim 
UBS MAP Curator Middle 
East and North Africa

In collaboration with
Paola Zatti, GAM Chief 
Curator
Omar Cucciniello, GAM 
Curator







The exhibition marks the final 
presentation of the Guggenheim UBS 
MAP Global Art Initiative, a historic 
collaboration between the Guggenheim 
and UBS representing the largest 
international research, collection-
building, and presentation initiative the 
museum has undertaken to date. MAP’s 
distinctive, artist-driven program, which 
began in 2012, underscores a mutual 
commitment by the Guggenheim and 
UBS to support contemporary art and 
education. The set-up of the exhibition 
carefully accommodates works by 
several artists, critically expressing 
themselves on colonial history, 
globalization and urgent issue of a 
region undergoing a rapid evolution.















VANESSA 
BEECROFT
POLAROIDS 
1993.2016

Client 
Edizioni Condé Nast Spa

Location 
Palazzo Reale, Milan, IT

Year 
2016, 24-29 November

Photo Vogue Festival 
President
Franca Sozzani

Photo Vogue Festival 
Artistic Director
Alessia Glaviano

Production Development
Silvestrin & Associati

Installation views 
Delfino Sisto Legnani
Fabio Vitorelli

All works courtesy Vanessa 
Beecroft,except miki 
giallo and miki alabaster, 
courtesy Galleria Lia 
Rumma Milano/Napoli







The office curated the exhibition design 
of the event - held within the first 
Italian PhotoVogue Festival, promoted 
by Vogue. The exhibition displayed 
a collection of sculptures and rare 
enlarged polaroids shot by Vanessa 
Beecroft, developing the narrative on 
female gaze proposed by the festival. 











DON’T SHOOT 
THE PAINTER

Client
UBS Global Art, UBS Italia

Location 
GAM - Galleria d’Arte 
Moderna, Milan, IT

Year
2015, 17 June - 4 October

Exhibition curated by
Francesco Bonami 
in collaboration with 
Emanuela Mazzonis

Exhibition coordination
Accapiù

Design Team
Caterina Battolla 
Elisabetta Bianchi
Sofia Coutsoucos 
Miralem Dedic 

Wallpapers photographs 
and installation views
Delfino Sisto Legnani
Marco Cappelletti







The exhibition celebrated contemporary 
art through more than 100 of the most 
significant masterpieces of the UBS 
Art Collection at Milan Galleria d’Arte 
Moderna. The office has curated the 
exhibition design and the set-up of the 
event, recreating a spatial experience 
where the visitors had the impression 
of entering a huge treasure trove of 
paintings. The pictures appeared to be 
suspended in mid-air in the museum, 
with the walls of the exhibition rooms 
covered with photographs showing 
what the rooms of the GAM look 
like when they are showcasing its 
permanent collection. The rooms 
represent the history of the museum, 
with the UBS Art Collection adding an 
important new phase to that history.











VANESSA 
BEECROFT
JENNIFER 
STATUARIO

Client 
Expo 2015 S.p.A.
Galleria Lia Rumma

Location 
Expo 2015 - Italian 
Pavilion, Milan, IT

Year 
2015, 1 May – 31 October

Design team
Caterina Battolla 
Elisabetta Bianchi 
Sofia Coutsoucos

Installation views
AOUMM, Fabio Petronilli







The office curated the architecture and 
the production development project 
of Vanessa Beecroft’s installation 
Jennifer Statuario, in the hall of Italian 
Pavilion at Expo 2015. A sculpture and 
four marble blocks coated with blue 
wax. The sculpture, scale 2:1 in white 
marble, is created from a cast of the 
artist’s sister. The body of Jennifer is 
installed upside down, on a column, 
bound with generic transport ropes and 
forced among the four large blocks 
of marble, placed as in a deposit of a 
quarry, wrapped in blue wax and not 
modified in shape, arranged one above 
the other reaching the total height of 
four meters. The sculpture is figurative 
classic, and its breast, hands and feet 
have been replaced by feet, hands and 
breast in white semi-transparent onyx, 
as in the first collage of the artist. The 
sculpture position, the compression 

among the four marble blocks, the 
addition of white onyx parts, destabilize 
the idea of classicism and approach 
the concept membre fantôme that the 
artist investigates in the photographs of 
her performances and in her drawings, 
since 1993. The fragmentation of 
the body becomes the symbol for 
individual’s loss, in Beecroft’s case: 
female.











VANESSA 
BEECROFT
CODICE ITALIA

Client 
Galleria Lia Rumma

Location 
56th International Art 
Exhibition - La Biennale di 
Venezia, Italian Pavilion, 
Venice, IT

Year 
2015, 9 May – 22 
November

Design Team
Caterina Battolla 
Elisabetta Bianchi 
Sofia Coutsoucos 
Miralem Dedic

Installation views
AOUMM, Fabio Petronilli







The office curated the architecture and 
the production development project 
of Vanessa Beecroft’s installation at 
Codice Italia, the Italian pavilion at 
56th International Art Exhibition, All the 
World’s Futures. Behind a wall of marble 
rocks, is a bronze figure. You can see 
a sculpture through the slot where 
the rocks meet. The wall is formed by 
the conjunction of two similar blocks. 
From the crack you can view a scene. 
A fragment of a golden body is lying 
on a stone, sideways. All around, other 
pieces.











Z! 
ZINGONIA 
MON AMOUR

Client 
Fondazione La Biennale di 
Venezia

Location
14th International 
Architecture Exhibition - 
La Biennale di Venezia. 
Monditalia - Corderie 
dell’Arsenale, Venice, IT

Year
2014, 7 June – 23 
November

Design Team
Maria Elena Garzoni
Hiroyuki Kakiuchi 
Anton Kotlyarov 
Giulia Maculan 
Riccardo Radaelli 
Giulia Ricci

Research project
AOUMM with Marco 
Biraghi (Politecnico di 
Milano)

Installation views
Iwan Baan and Filippo Poli







Together with Marco Biraghi, the office 
curated the exhibition Z! Zingonia Mon 
Amour, devoted to the city of Zingonia 
and the history of its founder, Renzo 
Zingone. Zingonia is an exemplar frame 
in the movie of Italian modern utopias. 
Regardless to its recent destiny, the 
city has embedded the seeds of radical 
urban design and visionary architecture. 
Zingonia is under a process of 
renovation that will be the shared 
destiny of modern and contemporary 
architecture: recycling vs construction. 
Zingonia needed to be exposed in the 
Biennale to avoid oblivion and decay 
of its cultural roots: amnesia is the only 
real enemy of our utopias.











YEAR AFTER 
YEAR 

Client 
UBS Global Art, UBS Italia

Location 
GAM - Galleria d’Arte 
Moderna, Milan, IT

Year 
2014, 18 March - 21 June 

Exhibition curated by
Francesco Bonami 
in collaboration with 
Emanuela Mazzonis

Exhibition coordination
Accapiù

Installation views
Roberto Boccaccino







The exhibition launched the partnership 
between GAM Milano and UBS, 
proposing for the first time in Italy an 
exposition of artworks from UBS Art 
Collection. The exhibition, curated by 
Francesco Bonami, featured 50 works 
on paper realized by 35 artists from the 
60s up until today. The office designed 
the set-up, developing a thematic path 
where artworks, as in a conversation, 
were put in dialogue with the artists, 
with the place and among each other. 











IL CASO 
GRASSI

Client 
GAM - Galleria d’Arte 
Moderna, Munic. of Milan

Location
GAM - Galleria d’Arte 
Moderna, Milan, IT

Year
2013, 4 April - 6 June

Based on an idea by
Paola Zatti

Exhibition curated by
Marco Sammicheli

Design Team
Sara Moriggia

Installation views
Filippo Romano







In the rooms holding Carlo Grassi’s art 
collection, within the permanent set-up 
by Ignazio Gardella, the office engaged 
in the design of an exhibition promoting 
a new dialogue with the artworks in 
the collection and the gallery. Different 
elements accompanied the visitors 
through the exhibition: five Catilina 
chairs designed by Caccia Dominioni; 
curtains printed with figures by Ercole 
Silva’s manual, Pollack’s inspiration for 
the design of Villa Reale’s garden. On 
the walls, photographs by Giovanna 
Silva reproduced iconic details of 
Gardella’s project; stacks of paper 
sheets provided information on the 
artworks and the set-up. The project 
was part of the program CENTO, 
curated by Marco Sammicheli and 
developed with Museo del 900 
and GAM to activate a process of 
awareness of Milan’s heritage.







ZHANG HUAN
SOUL AND 
MATTER

Client
Municipality of Florence

Status 
Concept

Location
Palazzo Vecchio, Florence, 
IT

Year
2013, 8 July – 13 October 

In collaboration with
ACQ Studio Firenze







The founding principle of the proposal 
for Zhang Huan’s exhibition Soul 
and Matter at Palazzo Vecchio in 
Firenze was “less is more”: simple 
elements that could accommodate 
and enhance the relationship between 
content, the works of Zhang Huan, 
and the box, in all its architectural 
and artistic complexity. The project 
is designed according to two distinct 
and juxtaposed systems relate to the 
different rooms: the first, is the setting 
that identifies the exhibit inside the 
museum that runs along the rooms of 
Palazzo Vecchio, which aims to link the 
lounges in which the artist will exhibit 
his works. The second system relates 
to devices for the support of the works: 
a platform for sculptures of different 
sizes, a wall to accommodate paintings 
or photographs, and the cube, which 
can accommodate works that require a 

more intimate space within the rooms 
themselves.The choice of reflecting 
materials has the goal to expand 
and amplify, through continuous and 
unexpected reflections, the relation 
between the contemporary Chinese art 
and Italian Renaissance art.







info@aoumm.com
www.aoumm.com

@__aoumm__

http://www.aoumm.com
https://www.instagram.com/__aoumm__/
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